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INTRODUCTION

BYM~P
This pamphlet by Victor Perlo is a mlid, unasdlable economic
analysis of the aiticd situation facing LgtaeI d a y , and the path
it must take to work its way out of the &is. The
of
the problems he deals with has been enormously e n h a n d by the
shocking exposure in m n t days d Zionist involvement in the
plots against Czehlovakia and other people's d e m d of
Eastern Europe and a@st the U.S.S.R.
The facts brought to light in this pamphlet, which a p m
originally as a series of artides in the magazine Jewish Lifc, have
been a revelation to many JmMany would have regarded with
skepticism both Mr. Perlo's conclusion that the 3en Gurion regime
is mining Israel and his propods for putting Iarael on the road
to peace, -acy
and a p p o m future. Certainly, Mr. PcrWs
analysis dashes sharply with accepted and widely-propagandid
Zionist appmaches to the pwbIems of Israel. But wen the most
6keptid will find it hard to refute the hard facts and doeumentation with which Mr. Perla presenb his views.
At the least, many Zionists were disturbed by these artidea Why
is this so?
The attitude of Jews toward Zionism and the settIement of
Jews in Paleetine has undergone deep changm sina the thirh.
It could hardly be said prior to the thirriea that Zionism was ob
much immediate c o n m to the majority of Jews. OnIy in the
past WorId War I1 period have large n u m b of the Jewish
middle class and many Jewish workers considered thenueIya
"Zionists" and manifested interest in Palestine and 8ubseqwmdy
Israel. It is not surprising that the greatest of a11 atastrophes suffeted by the Jd
people, Hitler'~ extermination program,
mused deep and active sympathy for the survivors and h q e n e d
the sense of Jewish identification a l l over the world. It was the
slaughter of one third of the wwWs Jews and P a t s W s antiimperialist war of liberation that caused such large n u m h of
Jew to consider themwlvee "Zionists" and to place their addmm
in the Zionist movement as the vehicle for making an indtpmdmt
demomatic Israel a efuge £or hornel- a d ~
t
e Jew&
d
I
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The Zionist movement has encourage8 the wumption that
Zionism is the same as belief in the right of Israel to exist as an in-&nt
nation. But this & a ~~ mumption. Jewish Life,
for ins-,
horn its inception in 1946, haa never disguised its antiZionism and yet haa supported to the u-t
the right of M e 1 to
exist an an idqnmdexlt nation. This attitude toward geIf&&nation in Israel waa not special pleading for 1-1
because we b
liwe in this self-detedmtion for aU nations, M u d i n g the Arab
nation of Palestine. Thus Zionism is only one of xveral p d b 1 e
attitudes toward the State of Israel and not by any means synonym- with the right of Israel to exist as an independent state, as
the Zionists have tried to make the p p k believe.
T - t h e r with this Wef, the Zionist orghtiorw have
subjected the Jewish people to a multi-million doLlar propap d a barrage in order also to persuade the Jewish people that
there is only one way to put Israel on its fect economically. That
way is by oomplete dependence on investment of foreign q i t a l
{hiefly American), by tremendous loans hW-gton,
private
h a m i d contributions and, more recently, by purchase of &nds
€or I d . An advertisement in the New Y w k Times of January 11,
for instance, states that "United Jewish Appeal dollars are the
liteblood of Israel's new, dynamic society. T h e y are vital to XmYs
growth." So intense has propaganda of this kind been, that the
ordinary Jew not only fails to see any other conceivable alternative
way to assure the development of Israel, but even resents criticism
of current planar to "help" Israel.
This is the problem to which Mr. Perlo adchews himself in
thh study: is the program of the middle class Jewish organizations.
Zionist and non-Zionist, really the only way by which Israel a n
dcvelop mnomicalIy? Is this way helping the people of Israel
to achieve that happy, .prosperous and peaeefuf life which the
masses of Jews are concerned that Israel should realize?
After his sharp analysis, rigornusly supported by undeniable
facts of economic life, Mr. Perb demonstrates that the program
of rEominaxlt group among the Jewish people of the capitalist
world, cspccialIy in the United Stam and Israel, was not carrying
Israel into healthy economic cham&. M m ,the program of financing ,h
a c t d y msened the conditions of the workera and people
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of hael. Mr. ~ e r h
&dire that in reality
groups were no difkent from the techniques of thae who a p W
colodea anywhere lor tremendous @a.
H e found chat Z h b t
conomic p o l i d were in £act m-diffmt h hin other
countries who collaborate with imperialist bleeders of && fo*
profit at the expense of the welfare of the majority of the p p l c
of the eounsry thus vttimjztd. Amerian Jews who invest in brael
on the surface seem charitable hitiends of that county. Beneath
the &ace, however, Mr.Perlo's very sp&c and anmete analysis
shows that mohopoly mpitalists, pdominantly Asnerican, though
the medium of Jewish capitalists among thap, are making Israel a
colony of the Umited State3, with the subjection in the @W and
social, as well as economic, spheres, that M a implies
Of course, this view is not easy for the ordinary Jew, who is
inundated with Zionist propapda, to accept. Yet, if the ordinary
Jew really cares for the welfare of the people of I&
Mr.Pal&
analpis is a d d e n g e to him. If Mr. Perlo's facts md figms are
m a and irrefutable, as we btliwe they are, then there is some
thing radically wrong with the program and parties g o v e d q bad.
By the same token, Mr. Perlo's study throws great doubt on the p m
fessions of the dominant leadmahip of the Zionist movement, who
propqpdize amd -ee
thh p
ow among Jewa in faracl a d

-

Mr. Perlo tern the mask of bcncvolence from the drive of the
Zionist leadashipwith the State Department at itm bac-rn
make h a d an economic, political and d d dependency of the
United Staru i h e price that the dominmt Zionist leademhip is
making Israel pay ia Impoverishment and a lowered s t a d a d of
living. And more, this program falla in with the policy of Washington d making all countria within ita econamic away-including
Israel-a pawn in its globaI antiSoviet strategy,
The workers and farmas of h a e l h o w well enough how much
'%enew,lence" has reaulted £rtun the millh of dollars in "aid"
in various forms h m American Jd
mpitalkts and from Wa&
hgmn As a result of dollar imperialism they have txperiwd a
steady d d n e in their standard of living since the e
s
~
of the state. Israel has persistad in a state of chronic & that not
no aigna of abating, but grows mom q p v a t e d tacb
5
I

~

p i i i nkshoQ of financing dn &ly
result in worsening conditions and intensifying colonialjzatioa
He shows that financiers behave no diBmmtIy when Ismel is involved than anywhere else. Businew is sdctly business, even in
day. lKr. Perlo shows that

Israel.
The upshot of Mr. Perlo's m i e s is that, as a result of the pew
eation of Am&
apital in Israel through Washington "aid,"
through Bonds for IsraeI, and the various fund raising o q p h t
h the Ben Gurion government has become completely subwnient to Wa&iqton. To one who had studied Mr. Perlo's
analysis, therefore, the revelations of the Prague trid and the
e x p u r e of the doctor8 accused in M m w which showed that
the &n Gurion regime and Zionist organizations had lent themselm to erpiomge and economic sabotage under the aegis of
United States intelIigwce to weaken the economy of Caechde
valria and the Sodalist countries, should not come as is great a
surprise. For eompIicity by Zionist agencies in such conspiracies is
only another phase of the policy of placing the country at the
sewice of Amreiam capital and serving its pupma.
But Mr. Perla's analysis is not wholly neg~ative.H e shows
that there does exist an alternative to d o h subservience in h a d .
PMaperity ia +ble
in IsraeI, he shows. 'The main q u i r e
ments," he sap, "are the energy and sfrill of the peopfe,
m
natd
people'^ control of industry, foreign trade on
an equal basis [with both mialbt and capitalist mtria-L.H.]
and coordinated development with .
neighbming Arab ~tates
and peace."
Concern d the ordinary J e w s person for h e 1 aIso d c s
qwmibilities. Among the fist of these is the obligation m face
£acts. Not to face facts is to do the people of IsraeI a profound
dissentice. For it is only on the basis of realities that the well being
of Israel's workers and farmen a n be realized Every ~ n o a eJew
mlun ask k d f whether he p r h his p r e j u h more highly
than he does the p u i n e welfare of hael's people. The facts
presented by Mr. Perlo can be ignored only at the price of the
bread and lives of the working people of Israel. The maws of
Zionists, as well as non-Zionists, must therefore weigh Mr. Pertoes

-
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codusione very carefully.
. 6

L Foreign Capital Over hael
M O S T two billion people living in counuies &at have bcw
Amlonits or g r e a t - p e r sphera of influence are reiving fm
emancipation. During the p t W
e there has grown a world-wide
realization of sume vital facta True national independre
quires more than h a 1 politid independence. It also demands
a balanced ewnomic structure. Starvation cannot be cured with
& d y but only through social. change and independent econumk
advance. No country can flourish whiie its m u r c e art in the hamin
of foreign cmporatioas which drain the muntry'r wealth. P
reqcurbing or eliminating foreign q r a t i o n s whife broadening the scope of economic activity under domestic controL This
new understanding is expressed in the ctcmanda of the pmgrwive
@tical form in all cwntriea It is r e k t d in the ~ O I of
U alnm~t
all governments, even the m a t reaaimrury, which are impeUed by
popular pressure to go through the motiom of attempting to meet
the q e n t nee& of thc times.
Thc United Stam gwernmtnt, supported by Empean colonial
regime like Great Britain, France and Holland, appears m the
world sene today as the main opponent of this drive for -patioa Washmgton exexla preBBm on other g o v m t s to &
everything cozy far United States v a t i o n % to inoease their
grip on other p p W economies, to permit them to exuact pro60
without hdmme. It o p p m 4 p m p on
~ a world mle.
The people thus invaded by United States ooqmate wealth arc
told that mmbw the c o n d a d they make to the invaders w i l l
redound to their bendt. The argunent is an internationd v e m h
by which Herbert Hoover oncc tried to
of hhe

7

Americans that Recopstructiun Finan* Corporation loam to great
oorpomtiuns would "trickle down" and ease their depmion-born

h-•

Hardly anybody is buying this " M e - d m a ' t b q theory?. Even
such Washingtondominated governments as those of Saudi Arabia
and Liberia have recently demanded revision of concessions and the
latter has denounced the Mure of the iron ore c o n k o n to yield
the "indirect" or "trickle dawn" benefits that were suppad to
come, Recently, in the UN Eeonomk and So&
Council, the underdevelopd ~1un.triesby a wide margin led the paaaage of a rtsolution calIing f a United Nations handling of financial aid and loam
to underdeveloped muntries, in preference to leaving it to private
corporations and their sponsor peraments. The United States
govament, which a n usually twist arms to ita side in the UN,
vainly opposed this dutioIL
Only m e government of a small country is oprating againat
the trend and basing its policy on the "trickle-dom" theory: the

Zsrael govemmtnt.

-

mcESSIom TO U.S. CAPPrAL

Early in the career of the new state, its l e a h called Eor private
United States mpitd to dewlop the country. UniMd States advisers
such as Robert R Nathan calIed far multi-billion dollar investment '

In 1950, the K n e t enacted the law to encourage foreign hm m n t by granting to foreign invstm (1) exemption fram aw
toms dutia on imports of machinery and raw materials; (4) examp
tion from payment oftaxea on property for g years; (g) permhion
to d i q e double the ordinary depreciation rates for three years and
completely to write off invesrments in five years, thus avoiding
payment of taxes in a large part of profits, and (4) a ceiling of a5
per cent on income taxes and pemhsion to withdraw from brad
lo per crmt of &e investment in foreign rrurrwcg as profits, am&gation and intmt in each year.
Jewish people in the United States are told that American
Jewish capitalists support the sate of Imel, want to give it unself& help. S d y they muId not take advantage of such generous '
8

I

pravisions for their mpital o&red by

the I&
But in September of the same year, with these concdom shady
in effieet, a delegation of 50 Amerhn Jewiah mpitalhh
m n t a h of Zionist and non-Zionist 'Jewish
went b
Jerusalem to confer with the Israel. gwemmemt on iu emmdc
dmJ0pment problems. Premier Ben G d o n put f o m d Ma $1.6
billion developrment p m p m , of which $ I billion was to ooma
from the United Stin the form of Bonds for Israel, priinmttnents and United Jd
Appeal £un&
The visitors promised rhe billion-but with thcir f q e m d
and at a price. &porting to the subpequent meeting of the aatianal
cltecudve acmnmittee of the Ziunist Organhation of America, Ehe
htc Judge M&
Rathenberg. explained: "I don't b o w whodm
we will nise a billion dollars.
And I may my that them wa6
much aitidam of the present government with regard to inveh
men& They were told very frankly that they had not done emugh
to aeaw the proper dimate for inv~tmentsand I &hi& Mr.
&plan and Mr. Ben G&n and other members of the govemmunt
took it verp much to heart.
"In a private -ion which we had with Mr. Kaplafi- he anfmed that they had not done enough to encourage invatmen&
but he pleaded in extenuation that they had so m y p b h ~ so,
many immdiate ptessing problems, the matter of day-taday
existme that it was i m w k to m o v e all the ned tape whi&
he Wttd existed and he said that they d d do their best to
a more favorable &mate for invesmenL" ( A h PulWtiw,
October 1950.)
Immcdiatdy the WaeI abinet made the required mvi&m
One was to h m w e the lo per amt Mt on extradm of p 6 u
ia foPeign eorrenq. Anorher permitted few@ corn*
to h
mt in Israel without putting up a dolIar of Unitd Stam money.
The inator can bring in his rn ma*
F a working capital

~~

...

he~briaginmy~dofgoodsmdonthe~lmarLecrm
arder to g t the h a d pounds to pay wages, buy materialr,
Oftea these imports compete with b a d g d s in plentiful mpplr,
rmch as texdew
An d e emanating from the Jewish Ageaq and publhkd
in The New Parktine, October ~ g p &en
,
the
a p af
~bbrs

.

Zionist Organization of America, warned h t from

tht operations
of this provision* "Israel mn well low millions of dokm of vital
during the coming year." Speaking of the new concdom
an a wholeI thc article said: "These new mnadons, added to those
allowed in the new Investment Law, make lard one of the few
p h in the world where private A m e t h investors (1) will be
subject to ao more taxes in Xmel than in the United Statee; (o)
will be dowed to mnvert I a e l profits into h e r i e a n dollars in
worthwhile amounts; and (SJ)will be able to obtain foreign exchange w i h which to purchase raw materials and equipment for
prodtiction*'
In addition, special tourist shops were set up with unrestricted
made in foreign currency. The Nsw Y w k Timw report in b l x r
rgp, mnmntcd: "The decisions on non-payment for imports and
the t o h t shop imply chat the government is ready to t o h t e
uncontrolled bwirms side by side with controlled trade!'
wAUSIXREY" AND PROFPM
In short, while "austerity" against the people of IsraeI is conriauaUy tightened, there are no mnmh at all against the opedon
of b&gn apical. The announced purpose of "auste*iPp" to
strengthen Imsl fmanccs is t w d into itb opposite. It becomes a
Sieve through which the wealth of Imacl is drained, In'~)dmcnfs
M n g no foreign currency, but goods which drive Israel fimu out of
bar~t'ncss~
Foreign investom pay virtually no taxes, hire labor at
"austerity" wages, take out at least ro per cent p f i b on -pita1
poda h which they set their own value. The uncontrolled tourist
bps, as &own .by ohe expuience of Western Eumpe with Unitui
State Army i n s ~ t i o n s kcome
,
a powetlEul center for breaking
down paice control, mating black marlrets d mhhg the national

CwTuq*

The proof of the pudding is in the eating. The "great £tiendsof
kmd"who did so much d the invediting showed no restmint. Mnch
more money waa taken out of hael than m e in. The United Stam
and other foreign investors took full advantage of the right to
up tntqwim within h a e l without supplying any fomign fanda
They rook full advantage of the lo per a n t plus withdrawal of
10

isn't even till money. brael was left utterly banlrrrpt,
m pay for its next shipIoad d food or pePoleam i m p t a

largely abandoned. Woes zoomed 50-roo pa ant Q d y

As an example, in June ~ggo, the M

a Tactile fadmy on-

n Marshall Plan factmk in Europe. Again, h m d a k l y
the conference, tbe govtrnmear set up jointly with Hhtadmt
the Manufaawemi Amciation an "btitute for prducdm
ency," enoouragcd labor-management qpemmta
output

A m e h n union labor knows full well that thie is a g I d d
formula for ~peed-tfp,reduction in real wages a d soaring p h a
An h e 1 gowrmmt mrrocy found that the food rationing system
provided 2,400 d o r i e s late in 195% about four-Mths of the amount
m d e d for basic nutrition. Hvwewr, z4 per cent d thc fslmilin
(a larger per cent of the p p l e ) m u m e d less &an, s , p calThe people muld not dhrd to buy the full ration or werc not
used to the particular faods provided. The sumy 4uund the dtuation worse than a year earlier ( N m Ymk Times, September x7,
1951)*

Since then the dtuation has deteriorated still further. &m&
Ofner mte from Tel Aviv to the April go, 1 9 5 New
~ ~ Ymk Pmk
isme el'^ hatfhatfdon wage earnem are e x p e d to have an even
smaller purchasiag power in the near future. This wiU follow rbe
gpvemmnt wage free~eand inadequate eost-af-living all
which purposely do not keep pace with the general rise in offid
prices."
The same theme was emphahd in the Semi-oMd brdure,
'Wnomic Trends ia M,"put out ia SeptemberI lggz to help
promote d e s of Bonds for Isratl. It demibes the pu'posdp of the
currency devaluation of February 195%and the compulsory loan
of June 195s: "in a nutshell
to make consumer pods more I
expensive, thereby cutting consumption, and to emurage foreign
investments a d productivity of labor
to mop up
people*^
aurplus spending power.. to reduce production costa by lowering
wagm (rektiveIy pea king).
The housing situation is even wome. With the aemendoua intlux of hdgrants and with new construction limited to houses in
the upper pricc rngt, decent housing has dhcome a monopoly of
the upper Sngea Even those workers who had aparrmenta under
the Mandate have been fmced to give them up in m h to get
tbt 'lcey m o w @ p e n t for transferring an aparuncnt) which
they needed to supplement waga in order to eat In makeshift
mduborot, ngo,ooo immigrants are s t i l l housed, 36,of them andcr anvas. All new immigrants att being placed in tents. Only 8400
dwelling units are under mmtruction, and prospects for next year
arc wen bleaker, bno new projects have been announad In
May and earIy June iggs, discharged soldicra and war inwdida

...
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conducted a awntry-wide strike to protwt the betrayal of p m m h
chat h o w would be supplied them The B d w Digat, -*I
economic semi-monthly, on May 14, rggn, conceding that Israel it
m n a y where pmper accommodation is restricted to the rich.
atam: 'The government's own 'popular building scheme* so widely
advertised six months ago* is taking on the appearam of a large
hoax; with metal million poands advance payments in its c o b s ,
government makes no sign of s
m construction of the h o w
for which tbep have no budget* no materials, limited resourcu~"
From these demipti- of the conditions of the Jarish workers,
one
only h a g b e tbt miaery of the Arab workers, jimmwed
in the trade unions aad subject to a 50 per cent wage differmtial
The h b people are dm subjected to s e a l , taxes and are fined by
military c o w if they mave their residences without spacial
pmhion.
AU thcse &hp are presented as m m s q aaaificea on the
part of 1-1
workers to strengthen the fsraeI economy. However,
the fam show that the operations of foreign =pitalists in Israel
do not build up the country or improve its finances. They only
inacme tbe exploitation of IstaeIi workera, inmeme profit8 and
deepen further Israei's h n c i a I P i s i s , This is illustrated by the
wmkings of two United States e n m p r k , which have been quite

t

well advertheti in the United States.
The Barton Company, a wtlt known United Stam firm, will
manufacture candy in XsraeJ for sale in 5s &ops in New York,
Detroit and Newark. Machinery will be sent lfrom Switzerland and
Mgium while the colloern's New York
will supply redpesl
raw materids and techidam. Mr. Stephen Rlein, president of the
company, i n 6 e w e d in Tel Aviv, expaxed to sell $1m,otm of
I d andy im the first year. "Mr.Kldn a i d Israel'~recent w
nomic reforms, whifh redud tbe exchange rate hr export indw
tries ftom $2.80 to f 1, had made the project possl'bie. At the new
rates, union daries in Barcon's enterprise here will be $18 for a
47 hour week as compared with a minimum of $go for qo hours a
week in the United States." (New York T h s , April PQ 19s.)
Far from developing the lsrael economy, this project is n o w
but a runaway h p on the Puerto Ria11 pattern. Raw materhh
art ship*
to the low-wage area, p
d there, and then &hipped

C
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hack to the souroe of the materials for sale. T h e the W m u)nqmmod wage freeze, productivity and devaluation m
Barton's m n get a lot of labor cheaply and realize unusual operating pro&*
ISRAIEL AS CHEAP LABOR MAagET
Even more signifiant is the case of the two feadiag Unitad
investment ttusts operating in Israel, Palatine Economic
Corporation (PEC), and Amerian Palatine Trading Copnation
(AMPAL), which jointly own the Amerian Iwaeli Shipping Co.,
Xnc. through which they established an Israel flag shipping line.
h the line expanded, they brought in other capital, foreign and
Israeli, and set up a new operating company, Israel Ameria Line,
Ltd., with U.S. shim and loan capital still dominant. For pubIicity
puqmm, &is line represent9 the acquisition by Israel of "its own**
shipping line. What if it is owned by United Stam companies?
They are 'Wends of fmel."
But as the fleet grows, so does its 4oreign currency cost to the
State of Xwsel. The net payment baIance on shipping and insuranm
account inaeased from ioo,om Israel pounds in lgpg u, 0,500,000
Israel pounds in 1951. In reality thio is no more an Israel k e t
than the Panama-registeredtankem of Standard Oif are Panamanian
-it is merely another caipe of United Stam shipawnen using foreign
registry as a device for paying a baction of United States w q p
In this case they pretend ta do it as a favor to I d .
b o n g the directors of the two investment trusts are oScers of
the United Jewish Appeal, the American Jewish Congtesis and the
Zionist O m t i o n of America. But these wealthy American Jews
do not partake of Israel "austerity." EaCh investment trust reported
record p&&
in 1951. AMPAL'S increasing tg per cent, and PEGS
p d i t before taxes increasing g8 per cent. PEC realized the follow-

States

* It has been argued h a t Barton's cannot pmprly be Lpnncd a runaway uhop
an the Pucrto Rican pattern must while expanding in IsrPel, i4 ia apnding
in Ibt US.at the same time. T h i s is not unusual. Tcxtron, Lne, a Ieadhg tartile
c o n m , built planis in h a m Rico ia 1gg7 while #till e x p a d in the United
Stat-. But Iwt p r T a M n claucd down many of its b k w % ! k d + p h t a
whiie nttin the Puerto Rim plants on a tb~ee.shift,&day a
b m & The
iw
mkm .IC YktimE Of the NlllW chop *tUl S U T ~ Y i f ibt
plaata had ba. picked up and bodily moved to gua-to
The #8c pn Mur
id by Bartont in h e 1 c o m p m with a gge minimum for the
indusoSu

hoa

E ma0 Rim.
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ing rates of profit @fore taxes) on stock investment in it# main
I d subsidiaries during 1951: Loan Corporation, Ltd., 48 pet.cent,
Baysi& Land Co., 31 per cent, Mortgage and Savings Bank Ld,,
14 per cent, Union Bank of Israel, Ltd., 23 per wnt. The " ~ t a b k
friwda of I d ' do not shy away from typid coIunial p m f i ~ .
Israel statistia report that about 5138,80o,m of foreign private
capital has been invested in Israel since the establishment of the
State. This is a partial accounting. The fmeign inversunents have
induded almmt aU of the large, decbive economic projects, To
gether with the pxitions held by foreign capital under the Mandate, they assure control of Israel economy by outside in-k
Foreign capitd completely controls the banking industry, electric
oil and shipping, and is iduential in mining and in m e r ship of water for irrigation, to speak only of the key sect- of the

v,
BCOILmy*

About 34 pw cent of the private foreign investments have beem
by United States eslpitahts, with the remainder smttered among
many oountried United States capital has taken over the leading
position horn British tapid. This results not only fnrn tbe mount
of invatment. The $350 million of United Stateu government loans
and grants, plus the hundds o£ millions contributed by United
Stam Jews and used to p u c b t ~B o d for Israel, assure the primacy of United States capital. Corporate r e q p k t i o m within
Israel have shifted the balanm horn British to United States capital
in mining and banking and have started the procesri in electric
7.
The full amount of profits on foreign investments b not made
public but an idea of the amount and trend can be obtained from
balance of payments statistics. In practice most payments for purposes other than the p w c b e of m m d i t i m , when made by a
country dominated by foreign capital, represent open or conceded
transfer of profits. Total current payments by h a d on nw-cornm d t y accounm i n m d h m 6.4 million Israel p o d in x ~ g
to x4.a million Israel pounds in 1951.Tbe latter figure repmenta
85 per cent of Imel'r exports in 1951. In other words, for every
dollar'^ worth of goods aported, 85 cents had to go to pay
and relatad foreign daimll and onIy 15 cents was left to buy
abroad
15

TbR new masters, the United States apitalists,
a pacuIiax
posihn As "friends of Israel," they are quite at home, dictate
economic .polidea to the government, and wen step in and run
k q mtions of the government. The Iarael govmmmt's Invesmnt
Cwter reviews for approval dl inveaunents, domestic and foreigi,
It thus controls the direction of economic development and the
inceresta which shall conuol it Mr. Harold GoIdenberg is director
of the Investment Center. He is a wealthy Minneapolis business
man, former vice president of the Palestine Economic Caporation
and chairman of the UJA campaign cabinet. H e is the owner of a
detergent factory in Haifa.
Thus this United States capitalist, closely connected with leading financial groups, who has helped oolIect hundreds of millions
&om American Jews to "aid Israel," is now himseld directly e t h g h m invarbnents in Israel and at the same time mnmlling
in the name of the Israel government the h w of capital into
new industry!
The course of Israel's economic policy has resulted from the
orientation of the hml government on United States and 0 t h
foreign apical. American Jewish capitalists have succeduUy
p r e ~ Israel
~ I for new mntxssions to the p i n t where fsrael is an
oasis of milk and honey for breign capital in a world where rhc
people's mistance to colonialism is threatening to dry up the flow
of profits abroad in many countries. The much-advertised invat
menu in Israel by American capitalists, far from building up the
country, divert Israel workem into sweatshop enterprim aad inm e its dependence on impom. Far from stabilizing finances,
they have brought Israel to bankruptcy. Far kom easing the a m
ditions of the immigrants, they have brought -ing
povq
to the people, old settlers and immigrants alike.
The h e r i m apitalistrr mast instrumental in bringing these
disasten to Israel are the very ones moat influentid in a o l k d q
funds £ram millions of American Jews under the guise of "helping
h L " The-jr have established control over the Israel economy
and move toward more detailed control over Israel government
operations by insuuaion from the outeide and holding key brad
government pasts.
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Who are the key figures among thee American Jmirh @talists and whom do they represent?
Some of the foreign investments in Israel are made by ampanics without prominent Jewish partiapation-e.g., Coca Cola,
Philco, General Tire and Rubber. But Amerimn Jewish capitalis&
are usually put in the limelight, appearing as disinterested frimda
of Israel. A a a I l y they represent leading groups of Udted States
finance capid, supported by similar group in the British Commonwealth. Consider the leading United States investment trust
o p t i n g in Israel, the Palestine Economic Corporation (PEC).
The directors are Jews prominent in charitable and civic a&&&
However, their underlying interests indude:
Lehrnan Brothers: a merger of Jewish and non-Jewish financiers, one of the 17 Wail Street houm on ttid in Federal Court for
conspiring to mnml and divide among t h e d m the nation'#
&ties
markets. This 5 m ' s influence is expressed on the PEC
Board by Senator Herbert H. Lehman and Roben Szold
Kuhn Loeb: one of the tight main centers of finance capital in
the United States, financier of key railroads, represented on the
PEC Board by two Warburgs, Ham J. Meyer and Albert Sehi&
The Mellow of Pittsburgh: represented on the PEC Board by
Leon Falk, Jr., a director of the Mellon National Bank and
Trust Co.
The Boston Group of the Cabam and Lndges: reprcsmted on
PEC by Samuel Zamurray, president of United Fruit Company,
leading industrid holding of the Boston finaadal group.
CZevelund finrmdtrs, r e p n t e d on the b a r d of PEG by
Moses P. Eptein, vice-president of Industrial Rayon, in which the
principal positions are held by the M. A. Hanna inwrests of
Cleveland. Leading pmmage in this group is the new S e a e t q of
the T m y Humphrey.
Leading Jewish fmnders are quick to emphasize that they arc
Ammiam first, Jews second It would be more appropriate to
say that their iwst loyalties are to the great combinations of
United States finance mpital, in which they are often ody n d Jewish h a m i e m place their investments a "Mends of
my

Y

notorious exIsrael'' but they plaw thtm for groups which
ploiters ofcolonial and semi-colonial peoples a l l over the world.
Kuhn lioeb is a leading shareholder and organiwr of AnmiMetals. Lehman Bros. participated in the financing of Rhodwiaa
Selection Truslt. These combines make huge profits from the enalawment of Africans in the mines. Samuel Zemurray is famow
as the budder of the United Fruit monopoly, which established its
paiition in Centxal America on the bayonets of Umited States
marines and which specializes in the organization of "rwolutions"
against any internal refom movements in Central Amerimn

countries.
The Kuhn Loeb and Lehman groups, most influentid in PEC,
control Amerimn Potash and Chemical, operator of a notorious
company town potash and borax mine in the CaIifornia desert at
Trona For the past 16 years this concern has been in almost eonthud proceedings before the National h l m r Rehtiom B o d for
unfait labor practices and at the present time is involved in an
attempt to get the militant Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers Union
out of its enterprises.
Who is so naive as to beIieve chat Jewish and Arab workers at
the largely PEG controlled Jkad Sea potash minc will be treated
more gently than their American b m k at Trona?
Nor could one expect better Eram the late Sir Robert Waley&hen K.C.8. (Royal Dutch-She11 p u p s e c o u d largest international petroIeum muit), or from James DeRothschild and Viscount
S a m u e l 4 veteran British mImialists aIlied with PEG in k a e l
enterprises. The same applies to the South Afrimn Jewish capitalists in holding company deals with PEC. These gentlemen share
in and excuse the evil odor of the Malanazi regime of South Africa.
Inu-e~singly,PEC ventures are conducted jointly with c o r n
pollding Canadian, British and South African holding compwk.
Dcspite the Jewish individuals, the forces are similar to those
linked in the Angl~French-American Iraq Pewleum Company
and in the B r i t i s h - A m e r i Afrimn metals trusts-@ant
international colonia1 cartels.
PEC boasts of these ventures in its 1950 annual report: 'The I
a m b i b of the Palestine Economic Corporation is to be the
nudeus around which business activities of similar groups through18

capital and private iaitiatia,
may gather,''
United States h w capital, in h a e l as throughout A& and
A b b maspires to be senior partner in colonial mp10itation.~

out the. worldminteraced in private

II. Who G ~ f r o m h e I B o n d s F
IS m I T I O N A L for big hanciers to collect little people's
rrnoney a a source of p f i u for -1vea.
During recent yM
W has been done on an immense sale W u g h United States government loans and grants to "reliable" foreign governments, paid
for through taxers by the American people as a whole. Some of these
loans are w d simply to provide dollars to the foreign countria so
tbat they a n pay out the profits of the United States corporations
operating thm-e. Others are designed to fit the foreign investment
theory projected by the National Association of Manufactltrers. In
this acheme* certain kinds of projem, like railroads and power
phts, are often singled out for h c i n g by United States government loans, OnIy moderate rates of profit
Ix exexpected from
entaprhea of this type but they are necessary for the operation of
mine$ plantations and other colonial-type e n t e r p h on whi&
high rates of profits are made and wbich are reserved for private
investment.
The $135,c~ro,m of Export-Import Bank aedits to Israel and
s u n d r y United Stam grants in addition have been used in both of
these ways. But the financiers interested in Israel have an added,
spedal source of funds. Thowands of American Jew interested in
helping Israel trustingly place these funds at the banker%*disposal.
At present these' funds rn raised mainly through Bonds for Israel.
Already over $125 million have been sold tbrough a high prwsore
promotion campaign featuring m m rallies and support from leading public figure.
Actually the Bonds for Israel campaign is the biggest finander's
bonanza since the foreign bonds promotions of the I~Po's,which
mat the dAmeriam investors billions and put huge profits into

-
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Today it is uarualIy d 3 i d t for investment bankm to collect a
hestor buys a newly-issued corporation security, 98% cam of
his &Uar go to the lmrrowing company, only 1% cents go to pay
e x p x s and profits of the investment bankers. These are average
6gum for 1950 compiIed by the Securities and Exchange Commission. Distribution costs on s t a t e and municipal bonds are even
less, typically under one cent on the dollar.
The originid underwriting agreement for Bonds for b e 1 pr+
vided a b a n k ' s discount or commission of 3% cents on the dollar,
which was more than mice the prevailing commission rate on
corpracion securities. However, the State of Xsrael, by March 31.
1952, had advanced more than twice the o 5 d d mmmigion to the
-can
Financial and Development Co'poration for Israel, the
underwriter, and its holding company, the American Committee
for Aid to h a e l Zmmipnts.
was revised in April ~ g p t
,o BUOW £or commissions of 6 per cent.
In addition the State of Israel must pay; "aU charges, expensmi and
fees in connection with the issuance of the bonds, their registration under the Securities A a of lgj g and state securities statum,

the preparation, printink publiation and distribution of prasnewspaper prospectuse, advertising, a l l taxes and stamps
required in connection with the sale of .the bonds and all rums
pecntses,

In short, the State of Israel must pay alI the expenses of the
high pressure advertising campaign and a11 t e c h i d fees, over
and above the 6 per cent dsmunt. The latter is exclusively for the
provision of profits to underwriters, brokers and other dealers, and
to the Iawyerr of the Development Corporation.
+Thismeans that the Israel gwemment gets Iew than $gq out
of every $rm &nd for Israel bought by an American. But it paye
aG pet cent interest on the full $roo, including the part it doeaa't
get. And when the tan& become due, h a e l must pay back not
only the money it received, but the more than $6 per $1- it never
got in the h t place. Beawe of this, the thtd or "ektive" ratc

I

men& m the f b d agent, which h a p p ~to be the Rmk&b
#1p&&d ChaPe National Bank.
R u d n g the Bonds for Israel syndicate i the same Mcrhcbhg
-orate
found in "charitablep*
and foreign inmtment a c t h i t h
Henry Morgeathan, Jr., fwmef semtay of the t m m q and naw a
New Ymk bankerI is ddmanofrheboardHewa~inrgqgdmh
man of the board of Pahitine Economic Corporation. President #f
the Bond syndicate is RudoIf G. Sonnebom, now a dkeum af

Palestine Ekonomic Coqmatioa
hbact, alargepart of thepmmds, afmreachiaghmd,are
auDed~mtbesamefudraidlersfor~intheirpPivafeb
vestments in Israel.
The fmt $144000pm of fundP appropriated from Bomb fur
Israel indude the folloplpinp;:
$ ~ g g g w ,the hgest s a l t m
t
,to Palescinc E k &
Corporation (mnmlled by foreign capitalI with PEC the Leading
invator).
$a879rl:,wo to Dead Sea Works, Ltd (formerlj known aa PW
tine Potash), involving Israeli and foreign mpital, with PEC in a
pmhenc
faI~oo,ooo to Fertilizers and Chemids, Ld, Israel's largest
industrial p h t , colltrolhl by PIX* e r n with Sartth A£rjcan,
Canadian and British. capital. This m q a n y has also teccivad
$$61&m3 in loma from the U. S. Export-Import ']BanL. T h e
laans amount to
h e a the original investment of the p d c i pating oompanim. By using lw-interat d t s for m a t of the
crrpital, PEC and its partnm a n
the bulk of the operating
pr&t for retmn on their relatively a d investment, r e d f d q
actual rat~srof return of 100% or more,
the Dcad hit
$1,@,000
fot construction of a road to
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S560,orm £or Sepben Ltd. M ~ * ' t ch c q , aonmlkd by
AMPAL
$1 lo,ooo for expansion of A d a Alcohol Manufacturing, L'tdi:
owned by PEC.
It

I

per

Thew projects listed amunt for a total of bs,j4o,ooo, or 58
wt o
E the total credits classified aa for industry and elearic

power-

How many of the other projects are actudiy eonmUed by
fweign capital annot be determined from available i n f d o n
the names of the f a d e s cannot always be connected with
the controlling holding companies. $r0,780,was loaned to the
govexnment~wnedIsrael Mining Corporation for operations in the
Huleh area and in the Negev. But in May 1952, the &@an
Continental Mima and Metah Company aigaed an agreement with an
hael Mining ~ubsidiaryto partidpate in development of the
Negtv copper murces, The Jewish National Fund of America
in lggo bought up fxom the Israel government the 60,duaams
(1aaes) of the Huleh region. And recently terms for granting h a e l oil concessions u, foreign companies were a n n o d .
Thus the stage is set for the Xsrael government co use this part
of Bonds for Israel not for genuinely national minerat develop
m a t but to assist foreign eompank in organizing the eb1oitation of Israel's feaoufce% for their profit insread of Israel's.
The &pendent daacter of the Israel economy has iu most
pmnounced expression ia the truly fantastic deficit in international
papmaw In 1951. ertpm and other cutrent receipts yielded a 4 6
million lsrael pounds. Imports and other nurent payments cost
136.8 million h e 1 pounds. The deficit, therefore, was Ixn,am,oOo
h u l pounds, or 5314 millioa The deficit inueases from year to
year. In igqg, it was 75.5 million
pounds, in 1950 it was 93.6
d m lmel pounds. The 1951 deficit amounted to oaefourth
of the national income. It is as if the United Sram went into debt
by $9billion eacb year.
Tbe theory of huge foreign borrowings is that they w i l l put the
m u n t in balance. C;oods formerly imported will be produced in
Isme1 so that dollars and other foreign cumcia will not be
needed to pay for them. SurpIuses will be pxoduced in many
produrn so that exports a n be inmeased, leading to in&
d p t s of foreign cumenciea
Promotiond literahue for the bonds stresses this point, timating that for various projects the saviaga per year will amount
to from go to loo per cent of the amount of the loan.
st

But this is an illusion. In the first place, it assumen that dl of
the ~urplusescan h sdd in fareign markeo at recent p k p i c a
Since mast of the pmducb to be made are highly competitive, tbts
h a dubious assumpion at beat. Moreover, the n a d market for
the produm would be largeIy in Middle Eastern munrriea, deb
are cut off from trade with Israel by their own insulated dcolonial economies, as well aas by the aggravated relations benvtca
leael and neighboring countries.
Furthermore, even if the products were sold, very few w d d
be sold in the United Stam for dollars. 1-1,
on account of ita
huge purihaaes and W g a hmn the United Stam, will haw a
mounting annual payment in d o h , with no prospect of camhag
the dollars. As the recent experience of European wunaien &ma,
a "general" balance of payments, even if achieved, h usela to pxe
vent finandd crises if accompanied by a big dolIar deficit
Economic Trends in Israel d a b that under the e x p drive:
"Israel wil1 be able in particular to deal with muntria short of
dollars. It pursues a consistent policy of negotiating commercixd
agreements with such countries."
An excelIent idea, but inco~l~isscnt
with huge obligations for
paying dollars on Bonds for fmel, Expt-Import Bank loam, and
United States private inveamene. The private investors do not
have to worry about this little inconsistency-they are protected
by Ehe investment guarantee. But who will protect the Bonds for
Israel buyer from the Eruits of this untenable economic policy?

BACK-BREAKlNG DOUAR BURDEN
The mounting burden of dollar payments will take the following form. The figures are illustrative rather than pre& but
they a~ mmmative estimates. $14.5 minion per year wiZl he
needed fur interest and repapent of capital on the $135 million
Export-Impon Bank loans. At least $17.5 million per year will be
needed to aervice the Bonds for Israel, assuming they-aredl sold
and making no allowance for seta-eide of funds for repayment. A
minimum of $go million per year must be figured for spare pam
and replaments of United Staters machinery imported under the
various loan programs.
The bond drive is paralleled with the campaign to lurt private
a3

United S t a t a =pitat If invatmenu d $p
d o n are obtained,
t h e will be a minimum a t of $50 million per year far the
the Israel goveTnment formally
to be mken out. Thia
ia vcry mu& a minimum since United Stata corporatiom a&
expert at @t% around currency restrictions and a h a d d i t i d
dolhn will be allotted for mamiah and equipment wanted by the
United States invatom. .
Adding &c w e d items shows tbat the minimum doIlar
senidng #wta on account of all dollar apitd hpmb will be
$111.5 d o n This apprordmately equals the value of impom
from tht United Stam in iggl. Thus the dollar burden wiIl bc
doubled.
What actually happena is that w the dollar &kits mdtiqg
from previous investments inmew, new loans instead of building the econwny and improving the doIlar balance, are uwd =
ampgap to pay the debts multing from the old loam
Thus the United States Congrersa granted $ 6 4 , 7 ~ , ~ to
0 I d
fur refugee relief and metdement, economic dmlopmmt and
Point Four technical aid. Through sucmssive diversions approved
by Washington, by mid-May 1954, all but $8,8ao,wa of this fund
bad ken shifted to payment of debts and for current supplies of
basic -umen
goods.
,' 1 Ly
as a front, a number of Wall Strtct EnanUsing Jewish
dal p u p arc getting control of the Israel emnomy. To the telatively small funds they invest are added hundreds of millions of
d o l h h n c d to k a e l by the United States guwxnment or by
A&.
purchasers of B o d s for Israel. Pan of the money spent
by A m r i m for bonds is siphonid oE by the promoters through
h v e commissions, another h g e part is turned over to United
Siaw invatma in Israel and the whole is used to sttengthen the
position of foreign investon md guarantee payment of profits
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III. The State Departmat S m Up I e r d
URJNG September 195%a National Economic Conference for

DW was held in Atlantic City. Attended by leaders of tbc
fasel gommmmt and of Americsln Jewish financial and p h i h g4

~ i n ~ a & c c d w m a a I m a d b o ~ & e d
p

far^

bents leading up to the

aa d as

ad

And they bring out an additional vital point-United S t a m h a m
&I
*h in inthateIy connected with United S t a m military
*don,
with the e&tmeM d Israel in the h n t ranh of
the Atlrntk Paa w a r r i a
A h v we& befrrrr the codereme, on August 10, 1954 the
Untted Stam a d haeI govemmcno signed an .agraement waranteeing United Statm heatmenis in Israel, similar to o n d M
agtaemenu signed by
United Smtea with 14 other toup*
The investing compmk art the only i n m u tbat get 89%

-

out of it,

the ptopk of lm& countria pay.

H m is how it work

.

Suppose an imagimy Zephyr Ramr
Blade Cornpay whhu to move its factory from the United States
to Zsratl to tatte advantage of lower w a p s and tax- The company
applka to the Israel Inwtment Ctntex, directed by Harold Goldforma United States businessman. The cenm appmwn
and the inwment in d.
Under rhe agmmmt Zephyr -1
Ramr Blade can m d out lo per cent of ib investment ia' p 6 t a
to thc United Stam tach year, in dollars. T%t zgl.atl gowrnmmt
gmmntacs this drawing out of dollars through a law e d y
cnactad The United States gowmmcnt gummtem Zephyr furdm
on payment of a amdl innumet fee. In a w there just aren't any
ddars in h l to pay the.prdts, the United Stam gov-t
w i l l pay the profits to b h y r out of Amrim taxpap' money
and then proceed to pre~~ure
h l for payment.
is r further guarantee rmgaiast expropriation by eht I d
p k m e n t . ff such expropriation takes place, the Israel Gwern1
t qmea to negotiate dip~omaticallywith the United Statm
t for compensation. If the two govmmats cannot agree,
t h t . I d government agreea to submit the dispute to i n t m d m d
arbitration. Sinm rmch
arbitration t r i i h d s as tbe
W d d Coutt axe d a n b t d by the great mpital invwting pwew
this ia tantamount to a p e & to pay su& a paiee t b t no m t i 6
hation WroFlId be wmth while, The United States govetnment
m m p s e n t ~ i n t h e n c g o t i a t i o n at, o ~ a F 1 r h e r b t ~
eil

~~

,

1

1

pay Zephyr the full amwnt of the investment, again at the wst of

the Amerimn taxpayers.
This i r u e of expropriation or nationalization is not here raised
as a quation of wcidhrn versus capitalism. The right to e x p
priacc-known in &is eounug as the right of eminent domain-is
the dcimatt recourse of any government against a company which
disobey die law of the land. By virtue of the agreement, this right
of the Israel government loses its force. Zephyr can do what it wishes,
ride roughshod over Imd'a natiortal interests without fear of
financial penalty.
FoIlowing signing of the investment agreement, the Zionist
Organization of Ameriea d l e d an. extraordinary conference of iu
National Administrative Council, which established an economic
program as follows: "Aimed to attract widespread interest and
activity in private investment and initiative, the ~xganizatiw's
economic program calls for dose cooperation with the Palestine
Economic Corporation as its investment arm." (New York Times,
Aug. 25, 195z.)
As shown in the previous section, Palestine Economic Corporation is a merging of interests of leading United Stam centers of
finance capital. The conference also mated a new department to
encourage investments in h a e l by United States Zionists. Speakers
stressed she vital role of Bonds for Israel in thia program.
The specific role of Bonds for Israel was made very dear at the
National Ecwomic Conference for Israel held three weeks later.
RudoIf G. Sonnebom, president of the bnds for IsraeI organization, set the keynote when he ~ v e a l e dthat h i s thinking had
experienced a "significant clarification." Israel, he mid, is now "a
worthy field for the investment of the most hard-heded and
unsentimental, as well as for those of us to whom Ismd hol& a
special meaning."
The prwiomIy mentioned Mr. Goldenberg told the conference that the sucass of private industry in Israel could be attained
if the Bonds for Israel proceeds m a t e d the roads and other basic
facilities to m e modern industrial development. ( N m York
Times, September 14, 1952.) The relationship h made even mare
expIicit in the bmcbure Economic Trends in Ismel:
"The I d Government e l k s to promote private investmenu
n6

yield a high rate of prdt, but which are mamq f a bb-4
Anmian JEWS to get a high rate of profit on thcir

br verg prufitabIe, it i s hinted, t h y may be sold to t h ~
vamm Add to the piuure the k51el-Umited States

tion of Mta and principal, but which gu~tantceathe little

F I X M G T m COmNIAL PA'ITmw

G e d Th,aaid the p,
has "ten

..

nat aa k.*:
From Mr. O'Ntit's point of viewa'~sraelk no di&rcnt horn
Spain, Mexico, or Venezuela, where long historim of subordination
to foreign capital have brought the direst poverty to the mama of
the people. Even the involvement of Israel capital as a "prmd*
i s merely part of General Tire's wud technique, begun in Mexico
in 1930,of teaming up with l d capital so that the company mn
appear "not as foreign operators, but
co-workers with l d
people."
A slight corntion--General Tire has one minor interest in the
special character of its Israel invwunent; "General Tire expects to
send p of the pure natural rubber tires to the United State
hopes sympathy for the Zionist m u wiU lead Amerhns to pay a
little more for the 'Made in Israel' label" (Bwincss Week, August
16, 1958).
The brochure tries to argue away the efEecta of a "development
program" where most of the capitaI comes from abroad: "The

above geneml outline of Israel's investment pians may suggest
a0 some excessive reliane on foreign aid.
All countries of
immigration have had the same experience*Even the United Stam
-today the wealthiest community in the world-had to be 6u~lt
with foreign invesanents, and was still a debtor country as recently

...

M 1914."

The comparison is wholly invalid. Foreign inveatments played
an important role in this counuy's early history, when modffn
concenuated industry and finance did not exist, and when mdl& agriculture, domtstically finand, was the major economic
activity. Moreover, the United States had already established its
political and military independence of the main investing ewntry,
EngIand. The basic modern industries of the United Stam, such aa
steel and chemimls, were built almmt wholly with domestic capital.
Israel, by mntrast, is talking of building its entire economy
with foreign capital, and modern monopoly v i t a l to boot, And
hael is a weak country, far from independent of the main invest
ing country, the United Stattx, poIitidly or economidy, Thoughout die century United States capital h a acquired political 4
military domination a b d together wirh economic control.

Tcday, more than ever before, the big stick and the dollar go
together a d Israel is no exaption. The govmment agenq which
handles United Stam invesrment guarantees in JsraeI is the M u d
Security Agtncy, whase main function h the distribution of military suppiies to countries of the North Atlantic Pact d &
military alliances. All the countria having nimilar invwment
apemmts are in military diance with the United States. All of
them have United States military missions and most have United
States bases and are occupied by United States troops.
O n July ng, 1954, shortly before the investment agreement waa
signed, Israel and the United Stam signed an agreement under
which Israel may purchase armaments from the Unitad Stam govern men^* As early as February 1958, the Israel govcnuaent requested grants of ams. For this purpose, a United States military
mission must go to Israel and the Israel government must nign an
agreement formally tying itself to United States strategic aims. The
delay here is not c a d by the hr& government. but by United
States diplomatic considerations of avoiding "favoritid' between
h a e l and neighboring Arab states. The American "friends of
Israel," who are w busily promoting United Stam investments in
-1,
are equally aIert in promoting Israel's military involvement.
On August p p th the Amerim Zionist Council sent a memonmdum
to Seaetary of State Dean Adscson urging favorabIe adon on the
Israel government's request for grants of arms. Rep. Jacob H.J a v i ~
said at the September Bonds for Israel Con"Israel has settled the question of where it stands as between
the East and the West.
"hael's vital importance to the West is based on ita strategic
loation, the charmer of its peopIe, its military tffectiven~d
its capacity for industrial production. Its armed form are estimated
at 400,ooo &eaives and are given a high rating in Near East
O
h of brael's army, navy and air force are studying in military
schools in the United States and over rb of such o
b have

...

?plw w h t e w m t proviaion8 may k ia*ohd, WE -t
aC
&ate Infomad the author on Nov. 13, IW, that coph $ thi8 7"art
not availnble as yet," and none h a ban recaved by md-Jauurrg a=.
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alteady graduated hsuch military &oola It is dear that Udtcd
Stam military authoritits recognize and value the military m p
bility of Israel. The Mutual Security Act would permit Israel to
obtain amus and munitions for its needs in the United Stam and
in view d the efEeccivenest3 of its form it is certainly to be hopad
that the United Stares will give ImeI appropriate recognition in
&in mpa"
From this we see that United States &cia1 interat in h a d is
b a d on: (1) I d s strategic position for the billionaire oil amp & conaolfing
~
other Middle Eastern countriw (a) the abPndonment of "neutrality" by the Ben Gurion government and the
open adherence to the antiSoviet war preparations of the United
States government; (g) the Israel Army, which consisai of mom
than one-fourth of the entire male popuIztion;+ and (4) the fact
that Israel-United States military collaboration in already wclla d d , with the l a q p d e training of Israel officers in the
United States. T o this should be added the temporary auppressim
last spring of the Iarael Communist newspaper 1Y61 H a m for
reprinting a conservative British newspaper's report of the budding
of a Iatge air6dd in Israel a p b l e of use by United States atam
bombers. And even more recently, the threat to outIaw the Cmnm u d t Party of Israel bemuse it dared to exshe hoax of
via anti-Semitism'' unleash& by the U.S. State Deparrment followh g the apprehemion of its intelligence agena in CzdmbvaW,
P O W , East Germany and the USSR, operating as "Zionists."
FoIIowhg the lead of its masters in Wa3hington and the indm
ments of the kept press in the U.S.A., the Israel govemmcnt
hunched a mmpaipn of insult and viliftcarion against the Soviet
Union, ereating an atmosphere in which, on February 12, 1953,
the Soviet legation in Tel Aviv was bombed. The USSR, C, breaking off diplmtic relatiom with Israei, charged "direa *pation of the repremtativmi of the p,overnment of Israel in h h n h g
ha&
toward the Soviet Union and instigating acts of hostihy
against the Soviet Union (N.Y. Times, Feb. 12, 1953). The Swiet
'I&
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anam*of the Tel Aviv poke.

Dcm utter servility to Wall S e t in e m m d a , millteiq a W n
and diplomacy buy Israel "protection" and sccdty? On the. ooaXt is not only that the ody kind of '"protection" provided

by imperidh is that now being given to South h a - the utter dwastation of the country. More immediately, the Governmtnt of lsrael annot buy favoritism over its Arab S t a e r i v a k
Tmmm map seem '*£riendly to bad," Eisenhower to the Arab
States, - these politid 0uctuationa are not &chive. The i
nmts
of the Rockefellera and Standard Oil in the Arab Stam am incornPgprrbly larger and mwe decisive for US*irnp&alistsr than Wall
St investments in Israel, present and potential.
The Roclrtfe?lm require puppet governments in the Arab
States, which in an emergency can use m&as with Israel to
divert their p p I w from the real exploitem The US,Gwernment
ao long as it re-nts
big bminerw - wiU not hesitate to me
the time-tested t&qw
of divide and nzle, to s t i r up national
mu&& in the Middk EBst when n e c w q a to back the bilfims
invested in Arabia against the people of Israel, who represent
m a l h potentid profits.
An Israel Gwernment willing to be a wuntcr in the imperialist
rivalries of the Middle East m t be more than a pawn to be
s
n
&
d in the interests of larger profits.
That is why, despite the increasing and utter sedlity of BenCudon, d~ U.S. and Great Britain found it a-nt
to sell
jet airplanes, not to Israel, bat to Egypt's Naguib, the Pentagon's
new-found hopeful for lining up the Arab States in its war plans.
Mr. J a v h is wrong on one point, however. That is his &MI
that the foreign policy course of the Ben Gution govenuncnt "ap
parcntly has the full support of the population of Xsraet." This
would bardry follow h the fact that 4m,m of the people of
hael signed the petition opposing the rearmament of Germany
and favoring a fivqower
pact, representing one of the highat
popartions of the population in any capitalist o o u n ~
The United Statca govmment in pm&g for a Middle &ut
Dtftuse Pact to add to ia string of war h a for m u l t on t
k
W e t Uniom. The national liberation movrmmts in the h b
I'

-
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I
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Suter have made it h p d ' b l e for any of the governments of &me
rtatca to go along with this scheme. But &he Israel pvemmcati
whida ha8 not wen been formally askcd, haa alrtady rqumtcd

p e t e o n to join this proposed military alliana.
The i
d militarization of Israel a n only impoverish the
ptople furas it haa done in other countries converted into
United Stam airaaft h e r s and naval bases. It paves the way
for the me of brae1 troops in United State%-sponsoredmilitary
a h t u r c s , as Turkish troops are being used h w in Korea. It
makes more IikcIy a third world war and m u m Israel's deep
invoIvemcnt and probable destruction in such a war, should it
come. By irs economic q u e n e e s , it increases dependence on
the dollar, and removes the last barriers to unlimited profiteering
by Amerhn capital.

IV. HOW Israel Can Prosper
NE common rationalization for the draining of Israel's in-

0
come by foreign opiralists ia that in any case foreign investment is building Israel's economy, which someday the people of
Israel a n take for their own. Unfortunately, there b no foundation
in fact for this belief. This does not mean that all foreign investments are in useless fields, On tht contrary, a number of thm
financed by private funds and by Bonds for Israel axe in fielda that
mufd contribute to the development of Israel's economy. But such
fmign invtstmenb are not integrated into an o
d economic
program without which Israel can not achieve economic inde

pen-.

Mmt imprtant, foreign capitd does not pmvidc balanced
basic industry, which Israel lacks. T h e key industries requjred far
economic development are the capital gods industries, principally
steel and machincry. Without them, there a n be no independent
economy and a country must remain an economic colony. The
history of the past half antmy ahom that the big capitalists of the
investing countries s y s m t i d l y scek to prevent the development
of steel and r n d e r y industries in their mlonk and
The Unitcd Stam ~ c i e r + JAmerican
~

bt

no more inkrested in such dtvclopment in rlrratl than in ]Lath
Ameria or other areas where they have been ruliag thc mat for
many decades without appreciable development of basic indutq.
For instance, out of the first $i4o,om,ooo e x p e n d i m from Bonds
far Israel allocrrted for spending through March 1953, 1than
$1,5oo,om, or about one percent, were alloated for metal and
machinery industries-and tbat mainly for small W a a f t =tab
lidmenu. In contrast, $q,goo,m, or over rhree rimta as much, was
allocated for expansion of tourist facilities and hot&, which will
serve mainly the United Scam =pitalists and OW
"'cxpertf
running the show in Israel.
A-y,
foreign investments in h a e l are concentrated in two
fields, typical of colonial-typ o-tiom:
1. Extraction of minerals-Muding a large proportion diverted
to an accelerated hunt for s~rategicminerals for the Penwar

-.

n. Assembly operations, taking advantage of the low w a p in
h a e l and its financial difl3dtiea
In addition there am investments in coneumer lu~lnyprodw
d realty &ah such as the hotel projects mentioned ~~IOVC.
Somt of the projects based on the we of local rnatuids, such aa
the projected fertilizer and chemical plant, pulp and papex mill
and various construction material projecsare worthwhile But
they are not characterhtic of United Statw investment. T h y m
main outside of Israel control and exclude seriow c n t e q r h in
the key metal and machinery industria.

Is it p d b f t for a d country like Israel to achieve real
ecunomic development? Unconditionally yes. But the principal
requirement for this b not foreign =pit& as claimed by apolqhts
for American investors. The main requiremeno are the energy and
skill of the people, access to n a t d resources, people's planned
~ l p t r 0 1of industry, foreign trade on an equal bstais and comdinatcd
development with neighbring c o u n t r k
Thia h a heen pmed hntestabry by che expime of tht
USSR, ah China and of m& former backwad awntticr iu Bulgprip

SI

and Rumania, which have built or are building modern industry
and creating strong economies without the investments of foreign
apitalbts.
Let us test the situation in Israel against these requirements.
I d is well supplied with people, who came Med with ent h w h to build and are now thwarted though enforced idenem
or unproductive hbor. Indeed, the people of Xsrael have an advanover the peoples of some other countries that have already
developed much further. In Israel there are many skilled workem,
many t e c h n i b , engineers, accountants. Tens of thousands were
y
3
trained to prepare them for building their country. Moreover, here is plenty of maupower. In addition to the SP,OOO
registered unemployed, there are noo,om immigrants not yet ab
mbed into the economy and tens of thousands of Arabs only
YemPl*
There are frequent slanders against the people of Israel to the
e k e that they tend toward shopkeeping and white collar work
rather than industry and agriculture. Su& statements reflect more
a n t i h i t i s m than facta. "Inefficiency" of labor in Israel today has
nothing to do with any "national chaxactdstic." Speaking of the
low pductivity in the Kaisfer-Frazier plant in Israel, Bihpiness Week
'tported (May n4): "Some officials lay part of the blame to the
lack of food for plant workem They point out that workers* output
is greatest in the morning, then fades fast through the rest of the
day. The plant managers suggested that K-FWillow Run provide
arm food for the men to piece out rheir Israel rations. Willow
Run replied with viramifi p k l a s t heard from,they were snarled
in custom"
Obviously, this probIem will not be cured by slick s@-up
d m u vitamin
~
pills-imported from the United Stat-. IgraeZi
workers will not r u f k stawation to produce for tht profits of
foreign apirafists. But the w o r h w f i undoubtadly m a 1 their
real potential when their labors go to build their own economy
and are dimzed to raising their living standards instead of imposing
ever-more "austerity."

NATURAL BIESOUIRCRS ARE THERE
h

1 has

of potash, pbphatta, m p p , m
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ore, pat, sulphur, limestone, probably oiI and other basic
Acrualiy, ImeI'a full rumw i l l not bdggme knmm
p p l e of I d take control of them and r m to we them.
ts have a good nose for &me raw materialn thty wish to

export-like oil in the Middle East. But their geolqgkts
are strangely myopic when it comes to thc materials which the 1dcvcluped countries need for their own development.
Thus Amerian p l @ a repeatedly assured the Chhm people
that China could never develop a basic industry because the counvg
lacked iron. But people's China is todap rapidly developing its
basic industry, Already United Natiom charts show that China bas
1.8 billion tom of iron ore in "probable'*-readily available
es, almost haIf as much as the United States.
Even with relatively little expImation, enough is known m
establish the basis for a rteel industry in Israel, not to speak of the
Middle
in be
generaI.
SteelEast
could
produced in Id
witb iron om from the Ncgev
extract for

r'-=-

or from Aswan in Egypt. Coking coaI could be obtained by sea
horn Zonguldak in Turkey or from the Ukrainian Black Sea ports.
Some such arrangement would be desirable if Israel were to cmstruct a large s a l e steel mill to supply part of the & of o w
Middle E a r n countries as well as Israel's needs. AIternatively,
if smaller quantities of steel were planned, new processes d d be
used based on Middle Eastern 03 instead of COW
mal.

e

mES THE HISTADRUT CONTBOL INDUSTBY?

What about control of industry? We have shown that tht reaf
enters of control are abroad. But an illupion 'has been mated that
the Israeli w m h have a large share in o w n d p of indwtrg
through the business activities of the H i s m h b the trade union
center. Huge sum contributed by w o r k ham bcen m u k i t e d
the Hismirut in finance and industr-to the point where the

Solel Boneh, one of the Histadrut hoIding mnpanics, is known
as the largcst employer in Israd. Actually, Solel Boneh v t e an~
a mn$truction contraaar. Its important industrial inmtmmta sire
in junior partnership with private apical and Sole]. Bonch a m
has managemeat control. Objectively, the Histadrut m e d y con-
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tributer fumb for the private apitdista, Lmli a d for*,
to use
in the more &dent exploitation of the worker-memh of Hbtadrut in the industria involved.
David Haahen, member of Rncsset, director general of Sold
Boneh, assured a reporter of the New York Daily Miwr (April 18,
i g p ) that his organization nwer wanted a controlling h a r e but
was content to rrmain a partner in private industry. As for some
day
mtrol of the fm'gn investments, Haaohcn bas no
such idex "What,' he practically shouted. 'They say we want to
narionaEiPe idustry? They're aaay. We don't think of nationalization. That's a weak argument by weak people who don't know
my countrg.' "
In sllmost every d a l o n i a l country there are powerhrl movements to nationalhe the foreignamd enterprises which bleed
tbm countries. But the majority of the leadership of the Israel

trade union movement, whose Mapai Party rose to power with
dagans of " S a i d h , " consider nationafization "u-aq?
Like private Israeli capitalists who take minority shares in
f d g n contpoUed companies, the Histadrut leaders act as h n t s
and dea agents for the foreign corporatiom They are compra&m.* While American mpitahta give instructions to Israeli
cmupradm apiraIh and to the XsraeI government, American
trade union bureaucrats transmit the ordcnr to Israel's compradm
trade union leadem.
Hen is an example. George Memy, scmetary-masum of the
AFL, d e I i d a @s
in Chicago on March ~6,1950,
at t "dinner
attcnded by a vast turnout of AFL friends and supportem of Israel
and the Hitadrut," reported the Amm'can Federatimist of A p d
1gp. 'The AFlL leader plainly stated," continued the paper, "that
the Histadrut's continued membership in the d e d World
Fedemtion ofTrade Unions is 'verp strange.' . . . Mr. Meany atled
u p n the Histadrut to put an end saon to the a n d m mition
in which it now finds itself. 'The Histadrut (mwt) carry out its
unmistakable fraternal obligations. I am sure that the Hismirut
*Rmk and Wag&
D h t h a r g dcfma "'ampdm" rn "A nadtrt agmt
d h ~ I n a ~ ~ , ~ t ~ , a L h c L U
tht krm L
In dl dmhl md &c01&
mnttIa. Today it no hqw
in Qine
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undcmands this and that the Histadrut, which bas ~ M turned
T
its bad on duty before, will not turn its back naw.' "
Ilid the Icaders of the Histadrut .protest this brazen interfcrum
ia their internal affairs? They did not. They promptly with*
from the World Federation of Trade Unions. Thereby they cut
OB Isratl's workers from the werwhehing majority of the ar~rId's
organized workers and in particular from the struggling trade
union movements of nearby Middle Eastern countries, which have
found a real home, real assistance within the World Federation of
Trade Unions.

t

WPLR'S CONTROL OF THE ECONOMY
What is the real path to control of the economy by the m e
of the couney for the peopleg welfare? The fundamental s t e p
baaed on thc experience of other countries that have achhcd
litmation horn foreign eonml, can be outlined:
1. fsrad muat expropriate the foreign-awacd power and m i n d
:$IldUBand b&.
P. Capital for basic metal and machinery industries can be raiatd
3at home by a prognmive tax p q m m and by diverting sums now
mted on military expenses and payment of pro6ts to foreign

I,
-

apitalism
3. Eey enterprka would have to be governmcnt*wned, with
labor and Earmen having the decisive voice in gwernment.
4 T h e n a t i d capit&&-those who are not stalking h m
for foreign mpitalistlr-shwld be encouraged. They should be
helped to get needed raw materials atad protected against dumping
of <xnnptt;tive ixlports.
Dotrr this pnogram mean that Amerimn and other foreign
hiends of k a d have to be cut ofE from helping h e l together
with the elimination of foreign capitalists in key industrid By
no means. With a generaI program d aa that outlined above,
torcign capital can pky an auxiIiary d e in the form of haxu
without control of IsraeI enterprises. Invesnnenta like Bonds fm
had, if used to aid h a e l ptople'smed basic hdusbks' purchase
of mpplies abroad, would have an entirely different meaning than
at ~
t when, they are mainly supplying added -pita1 for the
$7

Soteign apitabts controlling Israel's economy.
Of mum, big Jewish Ammian financiers
to makc a big hullabaloo for bonds for a people's Ismel. But Jew31
American small business men, profesaionab and &illed w o p h
could buy such bonds with a dear conscience and a red wnse of
financial security, unlike the prenent situation when they are
ask& to .buy bonds for a foreign capitalists' Israel.
I
I
d u
= ' FOmmTRADE NEEDED
+Im - Even with the best intad measures, a small country like Israel
'needs moperation habroad. The dogan of an independent
economy must not be confused with the false slogan of a u d y ,
that is, t o d self-sufitdq. h e 1 needs extensive foreign trade.
For example, even with a seriom program of developing basic industry, b e l wouId haw to import machinery of m a t types for a
perid and of many tpea after dweloprnent of its own machinery
indusuies.
The mpitalists of the imperialist centers have a long.smdhg
reluctance to export machinery to countries which they rtgard as
p e r v e s for investment of surpIus -pita1 and aource~of cheap
raw marerids. They do not want to see new manpetiton arising.
The history of a11 underdeveloped muntri- is one of paMd
m b b g to purchase seeoad-hand, second-rate machinery and
equipment at several times the regular price and waiting sweral
years for that. Plenty of good machinery is cxportcd-but for the
use of the foreign corporations investing in such oountrief as h r d
Today the semi-colonial countria a n ah& oft the dead hand
of foreign capital and get the goods needed from abroad for de
velopment. This is possible if h e 1 could buy in the world market
at the k t prim what it needed for ib economic dwelopmmt.
matever one's viaw may bt, one must r e q n k that today thm
exist countries which make and o k for sale to all aomers, without
strings, machinery and other n e m commodities. Those muntries are the soddist countries, the USSR and the people'&deThe Soviet Union bas proved that it ean asgist the development
of backward arras. This is graphidly illustrated by the growth
ofmodern industry in the Soviet repubLia of:Central Asia, h n m I y

five Central Asian Soviet ICepublia,
ion pcople, produa three timm as much electric power

mill will appximate the entire 1951 sfeel pductim of all
sibtin America after p years of United Stam domination a d
' " e o o d aid" to that region. Similar genuine aid for economic

J;development is advanad by the USSR to other people's -a&
@ to peopIe's China. The trade of the socialist world aids deWdopment of countria with other politid systems a h Taday
~ o v a £arm
k equipment is soId in Argentina, Soviet
- 4 t e r s in Belgium.
The same can appIy to hael. It was pmved in 1948, whin
m p p k from abroad, especially of arms, were a matter of life or
death. Zn that year, little Caerhdovakk stood third in exto
h e l , supplying more than half as much gods as the United
Btatta As ia well known, the goods suppW by Czechoslovakia were
the arms most needed by the Israeli indepcndeuce fighthnid y , the United Stata government, then engagad in a major ampign of incitation against Caechodo*
following its governmend mrganhtion in February 1948,was putting people in jail
fQr stripment of alms- to hael.
As t
h Xstael government a m e inmasingly under United States
domination, it a c d d more and more to the Wahhgtm-impaxd
embargo policy. h a t 1 impom hm the USSR and the people?a
dernocracb dropped steadily, h m 15 per cent of total imprts in
rg48 to ro p r cent in 1949, 6 per cent in 1950, and 4 per amt
in 1951.

BmEmQAL TRADE WITH SOCIALIST w o r n

Tht Jsrael government not onIy limita trade with the m c h b
aountriw but conducts it ao aa to benefit Amerian apitzilh
more than the feraeli people. Here is one reem example. Cim
h i t has been W
s leadihg apt prduct. As a xadt of war
and the government's @cultural p
o
w
,citrus aercagc

-
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ho11c-halfobpwar. ButthereisgreatdifKcultginmarkchgthc
remainder, In September lggr, the USSR p
W an & f
a
p3,ooo cases of W q p * which exceeded 10 per cent of hael's
entire dtrua exporn in that h d year. This order the Ben Gdon
government couId not turn down. Even the State Department
d d not d
l oranges "war m a t e W ' and get away with it.
But the Soviet government demd to pay for the manp with
wheat, which h a e l needs desperately to feed the people. This &ex
Xarael hrreed down aud insisted instead on receiving foreign utrrency, to which the USSR agred The hungry people of Israel
will not benefit but the foreign investors will have cummq to
take out cbeir profits.
With a giveadtake*friendly attitude, trade with m
t aoun
erla mdd be developed enormously. At the International Ex+
nomic CQheld in Moarcow last April, the Soviet
Mr. NesmvI rhis country's desire to e~pandtrade with A s h
and the Middle East. Given normai conditions of made, he &d,
the USSR "might, in partintlar, in the next two or three years
supply machhmy and equipment to an amount of 3mibn
rubk D750,0o0,4to Southeast Asia and the Near and Middle

East"

He spedied all the typical export products of these auntria,
for which the Soviet Union ofEered to supply industrial goods and
equipmenc: "particularly for the metallwgid, fucl and chamid
Mustria and also for the light and food industries. This would
maLc it p i b I e for these countries to prom stheir raw mamiah"
H c also offered technid h t a n e e and equipment for agricd-

c u r r . H e ~ t r a r F e f o r b ~ w t o ~ t t h e ~ n q o f
buying counvp and spend that money there: 4'Cat3iddq that
many countria are expiencjng foreign exehangc dXmltiea bar=
tramactions and payment in I d c u m d m should conmibuce in
no small measure to the expansion of trade''
This general program is made to order for h a d
Thus, we see how Israel has, or can get, four of the fiw main
requhmats for genuine economic development--the people, natural remuma, mnmd of industry and fareign trade. The ath
rcqukment, cooperation with neighbring oountria, will k dhd in the next Waion.
@
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CONCLUDE our dimmion with the probkm ofcooperation
neighboring Arab Sfam, appliation d the prindplea

discussed to laaael's agriculture and the au&l role of the struggle
for peace in all these quation& A billion and a half dollars worth
of oil is produced in the Middle mt each year. Today only one per
cent of that oil is consumed there while the bulk of the steel employed in the MiddIe East is used by the foreign oil companies.
Just think what the Middle Eastern countries could accomplish, if
they controlled their own oil! This oil could be used to supply fuel
for a vast expamion of ttanspmt and industq in an area where ooaf
is a m . In fact, under people's dcmoa;rtic or m&&t governments
d y largescale factories could be built with the entire area as a
maxket instead of the ~
nmarket
t of individual. aountrh
Even under present conitions m p t i o n of Xsrael with it8
Iocal Arab neighbor states is essential. T o achieve this, much of
the initiative rut come from h a e l itself. The A r a b J d conflict is not really a popular one. The people of the Middle Eastern
eounaies arc aroused but the edge of the people's anger is directed
against the British and
imperialists. T.he p p l e are
daaandiag nationalization of oil, expulsion of foreign troop, ending of imperialist military and eccimmic domination.
The govsnments of the Arab states, baaed on Seudal landIor&
and propped up by foreign imperialists, deaI wirh this popular
movement in two ways. They repress it with armed force and they
attempt to divert it with dimkination and attacks against Jews
living in their countries and with incitations against the atatc of
Israel*
The Israel government foIlows uwentially the
policp. It
makes no real concwions to the mass demonstrations of various
sections of its own population against worsening economic conditions. Instead it seeks to divert them with the grossest dismimhation
against the Arab population of Israel and with incitations against
the Arab States. We thus have the sorry spectade in the UN of Arab
d Israel delegates, instead of working together, spending much
of their time malting speeches against one another.
Eighty per cent of the 176,000 Arabs in Iarael Iive in d c t d

~~
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m under the rule of miliiary governors, without freedom of
mmemmt. Arab workers arc paid lower wages rhan Jewish and are
treated as feeond dass union members when admittad. Arab
peasants are exploited by absentee landownen and by the Israel
government, which rents &em a small part of the land of the
Arab refugees.
In short, the situation of the Xmel h b s , 11 per cent of the
population, has shaking parallels to that of the American Nqpxs.
Any gove.mment in h a e l which followed a policy of genuine
equality tnward the Arab people and which followed an antiimperialist policy in foreign affairs would thereby win tbe friendship of dl tbe peoples of the Middle East. No Middle Eastern
government muld be able to incite its people to war against such
an Israel regime. The pmpmive forms of the Arab c w n t r h wodd
in turn be greatly strengthened and the more speedily could q u i r t
anti-impriaht governments glad to develop cooperative trading
relatiom with Israel.

FOOD AND A G R X C U L r n
A genuine partnership of the Javish and Arab people of hd
is aim d to solution of another serious problem, that of the
food supply.
Israel has an unusual degree of dependence on imported food.
It supplies its own milk, vegetables and fresh fruit. But p per cent
ot the potatoes, 55 per cent of the smalI supply d meat, 85 per cent
of the bread grain, 85 per cent of the oils and fats and all of the
sugar are n d y imported. Food is the Iarge~titem in the import
budget and one main source of the state's chronic fin&
mi&.
There is no need for this. Israel has the resourws to feed its
entire population and even a much Iarger population than now
lives there. For example, the Lowdermilk Plan for a J d a n Valley
Authority w o d d prqvide water to irrigate 'f50,a m , about
five tima the present irrigated area. Full use of irrigation in the
Negev desert, & a b q of swampland and use of arable land now
idle for various reasons would multiply two or three timea the
amount of land under cultivation and through irrigation greatly
increase the yield.
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The expuIsion of the Arabs, who did m<#t of t
h
law part of the land idk Much of this bas aow been put ba&
into cultivation, largely by Jewish Ssvmeta But the cultivated area
is still tm ptr cent fcss than in 1946471 Earlier plans for a rapid
haease in the cultivated area have been abandoned. Instead,
a m d i n g to Economic Trends in I m k "For the nart h yam
no great expannion of the cultivated area is to be e
x
Indeed this report, repmueating o
w govmnt
re
gards the arable land as limited to ~ ~ 0 0 , o odunams
o
(a dunam is
equal to om+fourth of an a m ) or roughly that a c t d l y dtivated
before estabhhment of the state; and only
per cent of the
totat area of Israel.
Production of d m the leading exprt amp, ~mwinsai onZy
ow-haif the pt-World War II $d
and is not being expded
rapidly.
Why the failure of agriculture? The ability of the Jd
people to be @ farmerrs was proven by the history of the fibbutzim. cooperative farms. They were prakd by the
redamation expert Dr. Walter C. Lowdermilk m having "done the
hest rrdamation of old lands that I have seen in four o o p ~ m ~
indeed the finest redamation work of modern timed' (quoted in
Robert Brittain, k t There Be B r a d , p lgg).
Clearly, the failure is not u, be fond in the old chestnut h t
''Jews do not make goad farmers." If tens of thowands of new
potential farmem are not found among the now idle immigrants,
it must be becaw there is no real perspective opened up befarc
these people to stimulate them to learn f d i and develop

--

agricultura

There h been an intensified r e d t m e n t of new farm labortime when thousands of h i d hands are W i let out by the
dtms groves a d coming to towns to look for work. The objed
appezlrs rather to inaease the suppIy of du?ap labor so aa to inaem the p6ta of capitalist farms and plantatione. Here is bow
the Jnarsalmr Post (June 2, 1gsp)* QmEmltiveEnglish
at a

who are to be diverted into agrjd-

to bt employed as hired hank partly by rhe Hakd Cam

a

which has gone in for vegetable growing on a Iarge itale during the
laat year and which proto double its 10,dunams.
Ammbg to this paper, Histadrut propagandists were trying
to persuade the immigrants to go to work as farm Iaboxera, but that
propaganda would not be enough. It feared that they would do this
only if they have no other choice. Consequently the possibility of
forced farm labor is already being discussed openly.
It should be obvious that this is no way to solve Israel's food
problem The immigrants wiU hardly leave even their canvas shelters for the dubious privilege of toiling as farm laborers for large
corporati0118. And these will push +culture only to ?he point
of highest profit, which thrives on food &ortag& instead of plenty.
What policies are necesmy to attract the immigrants to the
land? Land should be made available to them without charge.
Kibbuuim and other types of co-operative farma should be encouraged with a d i t and water made available at low cost by
public bodies, by government assistance in construction of irrigation faciIities and other necessarp works, guaranteed minimum
priw for farm prod=&,
to farm machinery aud ample
assistme in learning the technique of farming.

-

Dr. A. G. Black, chief of the United States F o d and Agricultural M i i o n to Israel, was asked when Israel could become wlfs W e n t in food. He answered that it depended on unknown
factors, induding a peaceful settlement with Israel's Arab neighbors. This is the really decisive factor-if it is interpreted to inciudc
a just setdement with rbe Arab population of Israel.
The Israel Year Book for 1951 shows aim-t 40 per cent of the
population of rural settlements residing in Arab villages, But the
Arab peasants remain under the thumbs of Arab landlords or are
employed as hired laborers by Jewish capitalist farmen. Only one
sixth of the non-irrigated land planted to field crop is in the hands
of Arabs, and wen a smaller portion of the more productive irrigated land. Moreover, over half the Arab dry-farming land is in the
arid Negev, where Arab amage L three times Jewish m a @ . In
the mop year 194950only lo per cent of the value of farm products

rn
farmsr.

.

I

This anal1 value of product r a u h not only from laving the
Arabs inadequate acreage of poor land, but also from the g~#is
didmination against the Arab peasants in the p r i m of farm
products. Accordmg to Israel government statistics, in the m p
year 194950, Jd
fanners wen? paid more per unit than Arab
farmen by the following percentages: vegetables, 33 pet cmt; mill,
35 pm cent; fruits (excluding grapes), 65 per mt; meat,

per

.p-

-t-

The Arab peasants should be granted h d a t e l y a d ~ ~
reduction in mts. Their debts to moneylenders and baaks should
be cancelled. All price discrimination should be ended A b v c dl,
tbt Arab peasants need land. Ultimately, land owned by absentee
landlorda and large corporations should be distributed rent-free to
Even more important, there are huge aereap, approaching the
area of a l I v t l y cultivated land, now not in use, m e d either
by the Jewish National Fund, a Zionist ofgdniation, or by the
kmel government. The Jewish National Fund maka land available
to cwperative farms on easy terms. But its chrter prohibifs rmP
ing to non-Jms. In the present situation in I d , &at is just ad
bad as restrictive covenants in the United Sum. The Jewish National Fund remains controlled outside of Israel, in the last andysia
by a e hea~e~llhyelemenu who supply tbe f u l d ~for the z i o h t
movement
What is required? The Ian& owned by the State, the JCppish
National Fund and other large holders, ahodd be put under the
centralized control of a pmgmwive gwimment, developed in units
suitable for efEcient agriculture, regardem of previoua boundaries,
and made available to Arab peastnu as wen as Jm without
disaimination.

.

PROGRAM M)R AGRICULTURE
Iht ia not .enough to end existing dimhination q a h t
asants. They q u i r e also ~pecialhelp special advantagm to cumgate for their present poveq and complete lack of any private
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outside help. They should k supplied with use d Earm maehirrery,
with help in irrigation, e e , on specially easy temm.
This is not only a matter d justioe. It is a matter of need for
the people of Israel as a whole. For no pmpm of agricultural
development for Israel can d l y m d unIc8u it involw?n to a
large extent the Arab p a m , who have the p a t e s t 8 t h in land
lufm a d ean make a vital contribution to the dmlopmtnt of
food production.
Such a progmm will provide the social basia for rapid develop
ment of the millions of dunams of land not ia use and impmvement
of those already in we.
Israel today is not really dependent on huge loam from rhc
United States for agricultural development. Since the War for lnde
pendence, farm equipment supplies have i n m a d roughIy twfoId
By 1950, there was one tractor for w q sgo acres, still below the
United States standard, but well above that of most Eumpcan
countries. Much can be done to improve the water supply ev'm in
advance of completion of huge projects such as the L u w d d k
Plan.
In China z,wo,wo peasants have completed construction of a
canal from the Huai River to the sea which will i m m d y h a w s e
the arable Iand in a fmwly drought and flood-ridden area The
peasants who did the work wiIl hold and till the land. In seven
months, with very littIe equipment, they completed a project virtually on the scale of the S u a Canal which took ten yean.
Give the imrnig~ants and p r peasants and farm h b m 1
Arab and Jewish, a real stake in the reaulta, and there would be
no diamlty in mobilhhg tens of thousands of people for the
rapid construction of extensive irrigation and drainage work in
Israel, wing available equipment and materials for aompuction
of dams, mnals, etc.
Such cooperation of Jewish and h a b working p p l e within
Israel, on a basis of equaIity, would hasten creation of conditions
for carrying out international projects for regional development
such aa the Jordan River Project, for the ooopersttive work of Israeli,
Egyptian and other wientiats, w o r h and peasants to make a
garden of the dcserta of the Middle East.

if fore@ d

u are not needed, dwelopmetlt projects
internally. The main source of such filinanchg
is a hand, by diversion of the swollen rniliraty budget. W k h '
emthe oentral £act about any program for h e l a y .
Above dI the people of Israel need peace. In the event of war
everything that has bew bust in Israel might be loat. We have
shown that along with the financialpenetration of Israel, United'
Sam militarists are converting the counuy into a base for war
sgaiast the Swiet Union-and for paaible attacks against the
nd liberation movement in ocher Middle Eastern countriw.
with tbe Western European countries, military iwolvemmt
at result in a chronic k a l 6
dose the p i b i l i t y of peaaful economic,
year, April 1952-March 1953, the h t ~ I
ordinary budget indudes 45,0uo,ow Israel pounds for defense. plus
34,lmpoo in the specid budget, which inclub de6wse aa well as
certain other items. Since this is the fund which was htmef1y kept
m
t to hide part of the defense expenditures, it may be assumed 1
that the bulk of the 34 d o n pounds are for miritay p t r r ~ ,
making a total of up to 79 million Iaraeli pounds. In contrast, oombined expenditures for education and culture, health, d a l : welfare,
families and religion are 96,756,000 Israeli
ing for war is equal co thrte tima the
and Justice Department expndi.
coma to more than half the ordinary

into &Uars at the $ I + rate, the military and @s
uivalent to f 111 million, which may easily e x 4
the total: amount of ]Bonds for Israel sold during the f m d year.
The inawed ties of Israel to the Unitcd Stam war madine
&ted
in summer, 1954, had their counterpart three months Jam
in the wont of the series of blows to the living standards of the
popdation. On November ag, iggn, the government raised the
price of bread 40 per ant, bus fared s5 per ant, a d
PO per ant. Sugar and fat p h a h went up and h

.

Whilt thc drive to seU Bonds for I d in the Unitd Stam
b intensified, the I d govexnmeat ia quietly moving towdm
scuttling the development the bonds are supposed to hame. NUW
Ywk Times reporter Dana Adam Schmidt wrim ftom Tel Aviv
(November 36, 1952) that owing to the danger of more Mation
and the inamiag p m m of the foreign short-term debt, "the government has decided temporarily to forego some big development
projects, such rms preliminary work on the southern part of M
@
Asdon, aa m e high afichl said, 'wen at the risk of not having as
much to show we would like in the dinmion of evmtuaI
n d c independenoe.r n
The decisive &ct of miIiwimtion in mining lmel'~emnumy
b broadly r c c q p k l in that country. Thus the Bwiness Digest,
c o ~ t i v organ
e
of Israeli capitalists, writ= in its h e of May
in, 1952: "If wr h d a l position was very seriom during the
past months, it h now become mitical." Some of ita proposala for
dealiq wid this situation are typical mnservative demands for
more pnrdmt handling of i n v e s m t a , less cormption, etc But im
main substantive p m p d is sound enough: ' W e need an immediate
r~dud0XIin our military atablishment, not only with regard to
purchaaea in foreign currency but with regatd to l d I*,
d y
unduly m d p t e d into meme and ordinary de."
Today money contributed by Amerian Jews for =pitalistwntrolled investments and loam helps in e&ct to bind brael to
war and poverty,
of the good intentiom of the bulk d
the individual eontributora
Today the main contribution the American pmpk a n makc
to the pople of h e 1 L not finamid-but a struggle for ptaa
within our own country; for an end to the v u r e of the United
States government and big capitalists on Israel for cxecui* miIitarizatim and the turning over of military bascs; tor an end to
pmmrc for f i n d 1 m d o m to foreign investors in Israel-for
hedm for Israel to develop her owm economy on a ptaetful bash
indepndmt of fmeign capitalist mml.
Given thoe conditions, the people d Israel will s
u
e de
velop and execute a program for economic dwelopment, for the
welfare of the people, Jewish and Arab. Given thosc pmconditiom, and not before, h e r i m Jews could render genuine haneial
aid to the ptoplt of ImeL
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